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The most dangerous worldview is the worldview of those 
who have not viewed the world. 

– Alexander Von Humboldt



Geography Skills

Percentage of Eighth Grade Students at Different Achievement Levels in 
Geography



 89 percent identify critical thinking as a primary 
objective.
 BUT-- 19 percent could clearly define critical thinking

 Only 9 percent included it as a component of a typical 
class day.

 Critical thinking skills are soft skills and difficult to 
measure

 Lecture and memorization are still the norm in college 
education

Critical Thinking Skills



GIS applications won't be a systematic part of many of 
the degree programs that would benefit from learning 
the skills anytime soon.

 Credit hours are limited

 Curriculum changes involve opportunity costs for 
other programs - may limit cooperation before it 
begins

 While the skill is applicable in all industries, it's not a 
requirement for all in any industry.

Curriculum Changes



Survey of TAMUC COB employers found problems with:
 Excel and data management aptitude

 Teamwork and collaboration skills

 Presentation and public speaking

The Department of Labor projects growth of 29 percent 
for geographers for the period from 2012 to 2022. 

 For context, it projects 11 percent growth for all 
occupations for this period.

We Measure Success in Jobs



Inspiration from Sugata Mitra



 Learn GIS through problem solving instead of through 
lecture

 Improve teamwork skills of members

 Foster cross-discipline collaboration and networking

 Create a signaling device for motivated students

 Increase undergraduate research participation

Lions Innovation Network
GIS AND DATA VISUALIZATION CLUB



 Introduced GIS through Open Source Software

 Plans to use A&M System access to ESRI in upcoming 
year

 Open Source is Incredibly Attractive 

 Service project to map TAMUC alumni

 Simple outcome, available data, highly relevant

Alumni Project



Lions Innovation Showcase



Accomplishments

 Undergraduate "`Highest Honors"' 
thesis project

 Undergraduate and graduate College of 
Business awards for Research 
symposium

 Overlap in research discussions from 
undergrad to graduate students

 Expanded interest in research projects

 Accepted to poster presentation for 
FOSS4G symposium



Adviser Role

Active Role

 Recruit quality students
 Not necessarily A-students

 Pose the problem
 Have data available 

immediately

 Promote the merits of the 
solution

 Facilitate club formation

AVOID

 Do not TEACH any material

 Provide tutorial material

 Promote online forums

 Be very careful about 
enforcing structure

 There are tremendous positive 
externalities to letting them 
work through annoyances



 Avoid formal titles or leadership roles

 Organization functions best as a meritocracy

 Due Dates are a NECESSITY

 Outside contests, symposiums, and presentations 
created an enforcement mechanism

 Database management, project management, and 
version control is something we still need to solve

 Cross-discipline recruitment has been hard

Lessons Learned



 Shifting from Alumni Data to Incoming Students data

 Utilizing research and service projects to expand the 
cross-discipline nature

 Hack For Cash - GIS project for political redistricting 
suggestions

 Increased corporate-academic partnerships

Future Projects
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